
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  	  
	  
	  
	  

Pasta	  fatta	  in	  casa	  

Ingredients for 4 
2 eggs 
170 grams (1 and 2/3 cups) flour, plus more as needed 

If possible, use an Italian type 00 flour, such as King Arthur Italian-Style 
flour.  Otherwise, use all-purpose, unbleached flour.  And, buy the best eggs you can 
find.  Farm fresh eggs are superior in taste and add a beautiful yellow color to your 
pasta. 

Preparing the dough 
Pour the flour onto a clean, smooth work surface.  Form the flour into a mound, and then 
create a wide, deep well in the center.  Crack the eggs into a small container and beat 
lightly with a fork.  Pour the eggs into the center of the flour, and use a fork to mix, 
gradually drawing more flour into the eggs until the eggs are no longer runny.  Set the 
fork aside and continue mixing with your hands until the dough is smooth.  If needed, 
incorporate more flour - the dough should be smooth, but not sticky. 

Set the dough aside, wash your hands and clean your work surface.  Knead the dough for 
10 minutes, using the palm of your hand to press the dough down.  Fold the dough and 
press again, turning the dough in the same direction.  Press, fold and turn.  After 10 
minutes, the dough will be smooth and elastic.  Cover it in plastic wrap, and let it sit for 
an hour. 

Making Pasta 
After an hour, your dough will be ready to be pressed and cut into pasta.  You can either 
use a pasta machine, or you can roll and cut the pasta by hand.  We opted to roll and cut 
by hand. 

If you use a pasta machine, separate your dough into four equal pieces.  Attach your pasta 
machine to the edge of our work surface, set out dish clothes to place your pasta on, and 
prepare some flour to have handy.  One part of your pasta machine is designed to produce 
smooth sheets of pasta, and the other side is where you cut the sheets of pasta into 
fettuccine or the square-shaped spaghetti alla chitarra.  You will first make smooth 



sheets of pasta.  Set your pasta machine on the widest setting, and feed the pasta through 
the press.  Fold the pasta sheet in half, and run it through a second time at the widest 
setting.  Set this pasta sheet onto the dish cloth, and repeat for the remaining three pieces 
of dough. Sprinkle flour onto your sheets of pasta if needed to prevent it from sticking. 

Once you have finished pressing all four pieces of dough, narrow the press by one notch, 
and run each piece of dough through the press again.  Continue narrowing the press and 
passing the dough through until it is the thickness you prefer.  Then, take each sheet of 
pasta and run it through the opposite end of the pasta maker, whatever width you 
prefer.  As the fettuccine or spaghetti alla chitarra come through the machine, set them 
onto a cutting board or other surface, using your fingers to arrange them into a bird's nest 
shape. 

If you decide to roll out and cut your pasta by hand, sprinkle flour onto a broad, clean 
work surface.  Separate the dough into two or four pieces, depending on how large your 
work surface is.  Use a rolling pin or a dowel, roll out the dough into an oblong form, 
flipping it over from time to time and using as much flour as you need to keep it from 
sticking.  When the sheet of pasta is as thin as you like, set it aside and roll out the next 
piece.  After all of the dough has been rolled into pasta sheets, it is time to cut the 
pasta.  Take a sheet of dough, and fold it loosely into a flat roll about three inches 
wide.  Using a cleaver or a similar rectangular, smooth chef's knife, cut the roll into 
ribbons of pasta.  Use your fingers to lift and separate the pasta, and arrange it into a 
bird's nest shape. 

Cooking your pasta 
Cook your homemade egg pasta right away in boiling, salted water.  The pasta will cook 
quickly, in 2-3 minutes.  Drain the pasta carefully and dress it in your favorite sauce.  We 
used a bolognese sauce left over from meatballs that Stefano had made earlier in the week. 
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